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Stories of faith, hope and love from the Far East Broadcasting Company.
Until all have heard.

Love poured out, over the radio.

Millions need help when flood waters rise. (Picture, courtesy Indian Express)

The Assam State of Northeast India has been deluged with rain
recently, and FEBC radio is offering relief and comfort to millions.
The heavy monsoon rains have triggered flooding and landslides
resulting in widespread damage and casualties. The disaster impacts
at least 5.5 million people, many of whom have been evacuated to
relief camps.
First Response Radio (FRR) is the media relief organisation
developed by FEBC International and shared with the world in
times of disaster, via local FEBC broadcasters. Our FRR team in
India deployed to the Assam region in late June and immediately
set up broadcasting on three AM stations, and one shortwave
frequency. The three existing AM frequencies belong to All India
Radio, the national public radio broadcaster of India and the largest
radio network in the world!
FRR team leader Kenneth Edward said, “Our teams are producing
programmes in two languages, Assamese and Bangla.” Assamese
is an official Indian language of the state, spoken by 23 million
people. Bangla is native to the Bengal region and is the official and
most spoken language in Bangladesh. It is the native language to
300 million people.

Kenneth went on to say,

“Thank you for upholding the team in prayers. We are still
experiencing very heavy rains, and some villages just look like
an ocean!”
FRR is broadcasting vital survival information about food, safe
water, healthcare, and shelter. They are also distributing wind-up
radios to affected towns and villages.
FEBC New Zealand supports Feba India, and you can support this
work by praying and donating today. Thank you.

Interviewing local people keeps broadcasts relevant.
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Ukraine Crisis Update. War & God’s Peace.
“The war is near, but He is also near, and He will never leave you.”

These are some of the comforting promises that Pastor Sergey
shares on his radio programmes from bombsites around Kyiv.
FEBC broadcasters and staff are still scattered across Ukraine,
and they’re still bringing comfort and hope to listeners
everywhere. Like Sergey, programme hosts continue to use
the dreadful circumstances of the war to illustrate the harsh
reality of humankind’s brokenness, and God’s enduring
promise of eternal peace.
Radio with feedback.
Many hundreds of listeners call our helpline every day, so
Irina Nesterenko has expanded our counselling ministry
beyond a telephone service to now include online advice and
prayer via mobile devices.
Many Ukrainians have fled their homes and are now living
with numerous others. Online counselling is an ideal partner
to radio outreach as so many new people are listening to
Christian radio, but need someone trained to talk to them
privately in response to what they’ve heard.
Hymn for Ukraine.
Our broadcasters and videographers Dima and Darina
produced this beautiful hymn amidst the destruction. Darina
sings ‘It is well with my soul’ in English, and then new
Ukrainian lyrics in Ukrainian. Why not share this with your
small group or church, and pray for Ukraine.
Visit febc.nz or search YouTube for FEBCNZ to see the
video.
Smiles and Sorrow.
FEBC Ukraine continue to develop the ministry and adapt to
the circumstances. A new programme has been created for
children, and especially refugee kids confused and displaced.
Yvgeny (2nd from left) is the most famous clown in Ukraine
and a faithful Christian actor. His ability to make people smile
and laugh is a gift from God. Please pray that many children
will find joy and hope in God as they hear his funny show and
maybe meet him in the refugee camps.
Thank you for your kind donations to FEBC Ukraine. Remarkably, we are now applying for, and receiving, new
FM licenses to expand our network! We are still in need of donations for programmes, staff, and expansion.
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First of its kind Mobile Studio for Cambodia.
In 2023 the church in Cambodia will celebrate 100 years of the
Gospel, and FEBC radio will play a central role with a first ever
mobile studio vehicle to travel the country.

We are raising funds for this new project now. You can donate by
writing ‘Cambodia mobile studio’ on any donation form. Thank
you.

Thanks to FEBC supporters like you, Christian radio has been
reaching out to Khmer people for decades from our studios in
Phnom Penh and The Philippines. Now, we are preparing a
brand-new Mobile Studio Live Broadcast vehicle to offer a truly
national and diverse on-air experience.
Live social media streaming will include a great variety of
guests, and young people will be more engaged and inspired
when this new level of live and interactive broadcasting comes
to Cambodia. Our new Mobile Studio vehicle will be a first of its
kind in Cambodia.

A vehicle like this will be fitted out as a studio

Meet Cassandra James.
If you’ve ever wondered who processes your donations and sends your receipts, meet
Cassandra James. ‘Cass’ has served with FEBC since 2008 and works from our satellite
office in her hometown of Masterton. Cass is married to Corrie and they have two young
adult children.

"I love knowing that our efforts here in New Zealand are
blessing millions of listeners around the world."

200 hours of inspiration in your pocket!
Our team in Vietnam are among the most innovative creators
around. We use MP3 players to deliver gospel outreach and
teaching to many thousands. If people don’t have access to
radio or the internet, we supply them with digital devices called
‘Speakerboxes.’ With a microSD card people can listen to 200
hours of teaching and inspiration before we need to revisit them
with new cards.
To put 200 hours of inspiration in a Vietnamese pocket, please
donate today and write ‘Vietnam’ on any donation form. Thank
you.
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Q&A
Do you have a question
about FEBC ministry?

What is Shop to Support?
Shop to Support  is FEBC’s new online shopping system to bring
you great products and services from like-minded New Zealand
businesses, and support FEBC ministry with a share of the profits.
When you buy any product from our online store, you help
people around the world to get a radio and to hear our life-giving
programmes.
Anyone can visit shoptosupport.co.nz click on the product or
the Supporter Business, and be taken to their online shop. Any
purchase made will automatically provide FEBC with a portion
of the profit. e.g. You can buy any product from Nelson Honey’s
huge range of Honey, Health, & Skincare products. You can also
buy freshly roasted coffee from Diesel Coffee Works (beans or
ground). New businesses are coming soon.

Stay on Mission.
A biblical devotion to inspire passion
for Jesus and prayers for the nations.

This month’s scripture is Genesis 3:8-10
Apart from the sad circumstances, this encounter has much to
teach us about the LORD God who loves us and pursues us to
this day.
Here are four principles and prayer points for our life and
mission:
1.God makes his presence known, and people were created
to recognise him.
Adam and Eve heard “the sound of the LORD God” in their
world. Whether as thunder, a whisper, people sense the reality of
God. Pray that FEBC listeners will hear God’s presence in their
daily lives, and listen carefully.
2.People are prone to hide from God.
Whether from fear, shame, or selfish ambition, like Adam and
Eve most people try to run their lives separately from God. Pray
that listeners have courage and humility to recognise God’s
voice and turn towards him positively.
3.God calls us by name with voice and personal words.
“Where are you?” is a sweet invitation to actually converse
with God and experience his grace and forgiveness. Pray that
millions of listeners hear God calling their names and surrender
happily to his relentless pursuit.

Andy Hart (FEBC) and Fin Irwin (Diesel Coffee) signing
our partnership agreement.

4.Eventually, all people answer God’s call.
Finally Adam replied to the LORD. Pray that listeners come out
of hiding and get honest with God, confessing their fears, and
eventually obey him wholeheartedly.
Kia kaha, take courage,
Matt Perry

Manuka Honey
Twin Pack Special
Super Special
2x 250g of
delicious
Nelson Honey

Only $20+p&p
Visit: shoptosupport.co.nz or freephone 0800 433 226

Include FEBC in your will and broadcast
God’s loving voice for decades to come.
For more information about
remembering FEBC in your will,
call Andy Hart of 0800 433 226.
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